AGSC Program Meeting Agenda
October 31, 2016 2:00 p.m., AGLS 200
Agenda
I.

II.

III.

IV.
V.

VI.

VII.

AGSC 489 Mexico Study Abroad Update
Cadena/Edney
- Recruiting is ongoing.
- No applications thus far.
AGSC POA
Murphy
a. POA is attached. All updates should be emailed to Jamie.
- Aggiefest is this Saturday.
Certificate Programs Offered at IMS
Murphy
a. Archery Instructor
b. Boater Safety
c. TEA Science Safety
d. OSHA 10-Hour
e. Structural Pesticide
f. Commercial Pesticide Applicator Training
g. AFNR Teacher Certification
- First Aid/CPR – we could add this but districts require it to be done upon hire so
students will then have to go through the training twice.
AGSC 425 Redesign
Murphy
- A lot of the materials are together.
2017 Spring Block Scheduling
Murphy/Gilbert
- Jenna has sent out a list of potential dates for “block” dates.
- Jamie will be sending out requests to ANSC for “block” dates.
- AGSC 405 will be moved to 8am spring semester to prepare our students are prepared
to showing up at 8am.
- If you have conflicts with specific dates please let Jenna and Murphy know ASAP.
TEA – AFNR Program Accreditation
Murphy
- Update: JP has finished AGSC 383, AGSC 373, and AGSM 201 are finished.
- Two things that Murphy needs are the CIC and the chart with your objective number(s)
- Check to process the accreditation applications will be sent prior to the applications
being sent because the application review will not begin until the check has cleared.
- As each faculty completes a CIC please turn into Dr. Murphy and he can give you
another CIC to complete.
- 1 semester student teachers should be evaluated 3 times in the student teaching
semester. As students complete their videoed lessons that can/will count as an
evaluation.
- The goal is to have all CIC’s completed and turned into Murphy by 11/15/16
Other
- There is a possibility of working on a NASA project Plants in Space “Veggie” for a
vegetable production system. There will be $100,000 available for a portion of the
project to package the seeds and distribute the seeds to 50,000 teachers across the
country.

Next Meeting: November 28, 2:00 p.m., AGLS 200
Attendees: Norgaard, Cadena, Hancock, Edney, Gilbert, Barbeau, Murphy, Moore, Briers

